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The Energy Savings Opportunity Scheme (ESOS), set up by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), 
mandates large organisations to conduct audits of their energy use. 
 
Qualifying organisations are required to measure the energy consumed in their buildings, transport and industrial processes, 
carry out energy audits and report their compliance. Compliance can be achieved by either implementing an ISO 50001 
energy management system covering all energy use, or by appointing a Lead Assessor to carry out audits and/or review a 
variety of compliance routes. We provide a range of ESOS services, from guidance and oversight, to complete compliance 
support and ISO 50001 implementation. The deadline for compliance is 5 December 2015; penalties of up to £50,000 are 
applicable for noncompliance. 
 
How do you comply with the scheme? 
 
To comply with ESOS, you must: 
 

1. Measure the energy you consume in buildings, transport and industrial processes 
2. Audit areas of significant energy consumption through one of the methods in the table below 

 
ROUTE TO COMPLIANCE APPLICATION REQUIRED RESOURCES 

ESOS Energy Audits All energy uses (buildings, processes, 
and transport) 

Energy Auditor and Lead Assessor 

ISO 50001 Energy Management 
System 

All energy uses ISO 500001 Auditor* 

Display Energy Certificates (DECs) Individual buildings DEC Assessor and Lead Assessor 

Green Deal Assessments Individual buildings Green Deal Assessor and Lead Assessor 
 
We are able to support your ESOS compliance at whatever level is appropriate, whether that be reviewing existing audits to 
ensure compliance, or carrying out audits and acting as the Lead Assessor. Depending on your outlook we can provide either 
the fastest, most cost efficient route to compliance or use ESOS as an opportunity to provide strong business cases for 
implementing energy conservation measures and realising energy and carbon savings. 
 
We have experienced and certified energy professionals and experience in all energy and carbon compliance areas, from the 
Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme to ISO 50001. 
 

Energy Compliance Services 

“Catalyst is staffed with some of the 
country’s leading sustainability and 
energy experts. For more than 10 
years our business has been 
focussed in energy management, 
procurement solutions and 
implementation.  

Catalyst provides a blend of 
consultancy that is rare in our 
industry, balancing technical 
expertise with the commercial reality 
of client requirements.  

We get personal; we’ll work in 
partnership with you to understand 
your business, your ethical 
perspective and your carbon 
requirements.  

Of course, your future plans are 
paramount in developing the correct 
solution or strategy. We set a clear 
path with targets, review periods and 
milestones so we can work with you 
to optimise your energy position.” 
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